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SHE I, Part B: English Morphology and Syntax, 5           

  

 

Constructing in Phonology, Morphology, Syntax:   
Constituents, immediate and ultimate 
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Morphological analysis, to recapitulate, consists in doing the following  
(and there is nothing special about English in how to do morphological analysis:  
we will get an angle on what is particularly English when we, or of course 
language learners, subject this particular language to morphological analysis): 
   

• segmenting word forms into morphs  
(= minimal form differences systematically matching minimal meaning  
differences) 

 

• on condition of identity of meaning and complementariness of 
distribution (hence no contrast!):  combining several (allo-)morphs as 
realizations of single morphemes  
 

• accounting for relations of allomorphy, concerning:  
• the kinds of allomorphic alternations 
 (phonological or non-phonological)  
• the kinds of conditioning of allomorphs  

(semantic, phonological, morphological, lexical)  
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• classifying morphemes  
 

• by status, as 
 free, lexical   or  bound, grammatical 

 = word, stem, root     = affix or other kind of exponent 
 LEXEMES     GRAMMEMES 
 (“content/lexical words”)   (“function/grammatical words”) 
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Note:   
 

English inflection and probably also word formation are word-based:  a word 
form minus the morphological exponent is itself a word (a free morpheme).   
 

This base form for morphological operations may be called a “stem” (and 
often will be in these lecture notes), but such stems are always coextensive 
with words.   
(On this assumption of word-basedness, we will sometimes need to invoke 
truncations in derivational morphology, e.g., navigate –> navigate-able, 
ambiguous –> ambiguous-ity.  It might seem simpler to directly derive 
navigable or ambiguity from something less than a word, namely a stem, 
navig-, ambigu-;  but this simplicity is treacherous:  looking at the overall 
system, accepting truncations is arguably more insightful.)  
 

German inflection, and probably also word formation, by contrast is stem-
based:  word forms minus morphological exponents (endings) aren’t 
necessarily words (free morphemes), but may need to be turned into words by 
extra morphology (stem formatives).  Compare Kirchen, where Kirch can’t 
occur on its own, with churches, where church can. 
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• by meaning, into ones  
 

•   designating persons, things, actions, properties (general criterion 
for distinction:  time-stability?), which are meanings typically 
expressed through LEXEMES, 

•   or having more abstract meanings, such as plural number, past 
tense, etc., as typically expressed through GRAMMEMES. 

 

• by position (especially relevant for affixes), into ones: 
 

• placed before, after, inside, around the stem 
 (prefix, suffix, infix, circumfix)  
 

• closer to the stem/edge or more distant from the stem/edge of 
word forms 

 cf. un-de-cipher-abil-ity,  re-place-ment-s,  
anti-dis-establish-ment-ar-ian-ism 
 

A morph of a given category occupies a particular POSITION 
CLASS (counted from the stem or a word-edge). 
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The relationships between word parts are therefore these: 
• [immediate = ultimate] parts of a whole 
• sequence ([immediately] before – after), 

 
 
 
••• classifying morphemes by anything else? 
 
 
• yes, by combinatory potentials, concerning 
  

• what kinds of morphemes a given morpheme combines with, 
assuming it doesn’t promiscuously combine with everything; 

 

• what kind of morpheme construction results from combining a 
given morpheme with others, assuming the result cannot be of 
every conceivable kind. 
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For example (see above, complex English word un-de-cipher-abil-ity): 
 

cipher a stem/word (independent status) 
which combines with lots of things, including plural (which means 
it is a noun) and derivational morphemes combining with nouns  

de-  a prefix (meaning ʻto bring about a separation of or removal fromʼ) 
which combines with a noun or (rarely) a verb and forms a verb 

  e.g. de-throne, de-rail;  de-compose, de-contaminate 
un-  a prefix (meaning ʻnotʼ, rather than ʻbring about a reversalʼ as in  

un-pack, un-zip, corresponding to German ent- or aus-) which  
combines with an adjective and forms an adjective 

  e.g. un-wise, un-able 
-able a suffix (with a modal passiv-ish meaning: ʻpossible/necessary to be  

VERB-edʼ) which combines with a verb and forms an adjective 
  e.g. eat-able, perish-able 
-ity  a suffix (for designating abstract properties) which combines with an  

adjective and forms a noun   e.g. stupid-ity, impossibil-ity 
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Homework: 
 

Are these statements about combinatory potentials correct? 
Or do these affixes combine more liberally? 
Check this out.  How?   
Go into deep thought and try to think of further examples and possibly 
counterexamples.   
Or consult a handbook of English word formation (such as Marchand’s).   
Or, for suffixes, a REVERSE dictionary of English would come handy. 
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Notice that for both purposes, stating what kinds of things a morpheme 
combines with and what kinds of constructions result from the combination, 
terms referring to WORD CLASSES (ot PARTS OF SPEECH) were used – noun, 
verb, adjective.   
 
How do word classes differ from one another?   
How do we classify words into word classes?   
 

• By their (kinds of) meaning   
Thus:  A noun is a word for persons and things, a “Dingwort”.   
A verb is a word for actions, a “Tunwort”.   
An adjective is a word for property concepts, an “Eigenschaftswort”.   
 

• By their inflectional repertoires   
Thus:  A noun is a word inflecting for plural.   
A verb is a word inflecting for tense and person-number agreement.   
An adjective is a word inflecting for comparison (positive, comparative, 
superlative).   
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• By their derivational potentials   
Thus:  A noun is a word from which among others nouns in -ess (lion-
ess) or -ship (kin-ship) can be derived.  A verb is a word from which 
among others nouns in -ee (employ-ee) or -al (arriv-al) can be derived.  
An adjective is a word from which among others nouns in -ness (bitter-
ness) or -th can be derived (warm-th).  

 

• By their syntactic combinatorics   
Thus:  A noun is a word that combines with a determiner to form a noun 
phrase, takes adjectives as modifiers, etc.   
A verb is a word combining with ..., taking adverbs as modifiers, etc.   
An adjective is a word combining with a noun as its modifier, taking an 
ad-adjective as its own modifier, etc. 
  

• By all of these in combination 
And what if the classifications on different criteria don’t coincide? 
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(Cf. examples such as this:  His constant smoking cigars is a nuisance. 
The ing form here combines with a possessive pronoun (his) and with an 
adjectival modifier (constant) – which is what nouns do, while verbs 
would take personal pronouns as subjects and adverbs as modifiers (He 
constantly smokes cigars);  but the ing form combines with an 
immediately following direct object (cigars) – which is what verbs do, 
while nouns require the preposition of when they take a direct object 
(the purchase of/*Ø cigars).) 
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Homework: 
 

What is the word class of smoking in (i) ("gerund"), (ii) ("action nominalisation"), 
(iii) ("progressive"), and (iv) ("present participle")? 
 

(i) Smoking cigars is prohibited. 
(ii) The smoking of cigars is prohibited. 
(iii) Smith is smoking cigars. 
(iv) Smoking cigars are a nuisance.
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Now, there is an important consequence of morpheme combinatorics for 
the internal structure of words or word forms: 
 

• Are words mere strings of morph(eme)s (as so far assumed)? 
 

 Arguably that is what inflected word forms of English are:  a stem 
(=word) followed by an ending, with no other structure other than that 
of part-whole relations and linear/temporal order among the parts. 

 

 (Well, English inflection is so sparse that there never is more than one 
inflectional suffix per word form:  cat-s, walk-ed, walk-s, walk-ing, old-
er, old-est.  In German we can get two or three, and there does not seem 
to be any hierarchical structure involved, only linear ordering:  Bäum-e-
n, leb-t-e, ält-er-e-n.)   
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• Or is there yet another structural relation in addition to linear order? 
 

☞ yes, possibly (but this needs to be demonstrated since it implies a 
complication of morphological analysis), the relation of being an 
immediate part of a construction (or in other terms: of belonging 
more closely with some parts of a construction than with others), 
adding DEPTH/HIERARCHY to part-whole structures 

 
At least in the derivational morphology of English (also in its syntax), 
the combinatory potentials of parts of wholes (morphemes) is evidence 
for the need to recognise immediate constituents, as distinct from 
ultimate constituents.   
 

And the evidence of combinatory potentials points to particular 
assumptions about immediate constituent structures. 
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Example:  Identify the ultimate (morphological) parts of undecipherability. 
 

☞ the morph(eme)s un-, de-, cipher, -able, -ity, in this sequence 
 

What are the immediate parts (going by the evidence of the limited 
combinatory potentials of the affixes) 
 

• of the noun undecipherability? 
☞ the adjective undecipherable and the suffix -ity (A\N) 

(read as: combines with an Adjective to its left and forms a Noun); 
Note:  the word does not immediately consist of the prefix un- 
(A/A) and the noun decipherability, because nouns are not 
something negative un- can combine with! 
 

• of the adjective undecipherable? 
☞ the prefix un- (A/A) and the adjective decipherable 

(A/A: combines with an Adjective to its right and forms an 
Adjective) 
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• of the adjective decipherable? 
☞   the verb decipher and the suffix -able (V\A) 
 

• of the verb decipher? 
☞  the prefix de- (V/N) and the noun cipher 
 

 
Or, equivalently, expressed in terms of a bracketing annotated with 
word-class categorisations: 
 

[ [ un-A/A [ [ de-V/N [ cipher ]N ]V -ableV\A ]A ]A -ityA\N ]N 

where the brackets enclose parts that belong together more closely than 
parts not enclosed within a pair of corresponding open and closed brackets. 
 
Through such simple visualisations, we thus get a record of the gradual, 
step-by-step assembly of a complex word.  
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An equivalent representational device are tree diagrams  
(here given with the root of the tree on top:  but you are free to turn the 
tree upside down – as long as the nodes and branchings remain the same) 
 

undecipherabilityN 
 

undecipherableA         -ityA\N 
 

        un-A/A         decipherableA 
 

                      decipherV         -ableV\A 
 

  de-V/N      cipherN 
 
Note in particular, whatever representation you prefer:   
immediate ≠ ultimate constituents! 
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A further aspect of morphological (and equally of syntactic) structure, 
implicit in the category annotations above:  constructions have HEADS and 
DEPENDENTS. 
 

A HEAD is that part of a (morphological or syntactic) construction that 
determines its grammatical character, including in particular its word or 
phrase class, its further inflectional and derivational potential, its fitting 
into yet more complex constructions.   
Those parts of constructions which are not heads are DEPENDENTS. 
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Head-dependent structures can again be illustrated with undecipherability, 
at the risk of spreading boredom.   
 

• In the construction de-cipher cipher is the stem and de- a prefix;   
it is clearly the stem whose meaning is more concrete and specific, and 
in this sense more “important”.   
Nonetheless, it is the prefix which determines the grammatical 
character of the whole, and which is therefore its head:   

cipher is a noun, but de-cipher is a verb (it is inflected like a verb is, 
i.e., for tense and person-number agreement;   
it is a transitive verb, hence takes a direct object, what nouns don’t 
do) – and this is owed to the prefix de-.   

Accordingly, the suffix de- can be conceived of as a verb itself, if one 
that needs a noun stem to gain full verbal independence.   
Hence the categorisation above: V/N.  
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• In the construction decipher-able the head is the suffix:   
it is owed to -able that the whole construction is an adjective (usable as 
nominal attribute or verbal predicate, modifiable by adverbs, not 
inflectable for tense and person-number agreement), while, as seen 
above, decipher is a transitive verb.   
Above, -able has accordingly been categorised as an adjective, if one 
requiring a verbal stem to gain adjectival autonomy:  V\A.   
(This, incidentally, fits in well with the history of the suffix:  it is 
evidently related to, and demonstrably reanalysed from, the independent 
adjective able:   
someone is able to decipher something – something is decipherable). 

 

• In the construction un-decipherable it is less clear what is head and 
what dependent:  the whole is an adjective, but so are both its two parts, 
decipherable and the prefix un- (A/A), which latter alters the character 
of its co-constituent as little as the negation word not would. 
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• In the construction undecipherabil-ity it is again the suffix, categorised 
as A\N, which unequivocally qualifies as the head, determining the 
nominal character of the whole (taking determiners, taking adjectives 
rather than adverbs as modifiers, inflecting for number if for anything, 
is certainly not gradable).   
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Homework: 
 
1. Give an IC analysis, solely based on combinatory potentials, for this English  

word: 
 

antidisestablishmentarianism 
 

Also, identify the heads and the dependents at each stage of the assembly of  
this word. 

 
 

2. Is English rightly called a head-final language?   
Survey a wider range of morphological constructions to see whether heads of 
words come always, or overwhelmingly, after dependents. 
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The IC (short for: immediate constituent) analysis of undecipherability 
above was motivated by combinatory potentials.  If we go by another kind 
of evidence, the construction of complex meanings from meaning 
components, could we motivate the same or different IC analyses of this 
word? 
 
What about this one, which is different from that above?   
(To see this, you need to work out the corresponding brackets.) 
 

[ un- [ [ [ de- [ cipher ]N ]V -able ]A -ity ]N ]N 
 
That is, in this analysis, the prefix un- combines with a noun to form a 
noun, whereas above, on the evidence of combinatory potentials, the 
immediate constituents were the adjective undecipherable and the suffix     
-ity, turning adjectives into nouns.  
  

Is this second alternative plausible? 
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Cf. un-employment, where negative un- seems to combine with a noun. 
 

Does English un- have the sort of semantics that would allow it to combine 
with nouns – like in German examples such as Unsumme, Unmenge, 
Unding, Unmensch, Untier, Untat, Unzeit, Untiefe (or from untief?), 
Unfall, Unglück etc.?  (Not all of these German Un-’s are straightforward 
negatives.) 
 
Or is unemployment better – if more abstractly (abstract -ed, suffix of a 
passive participle, which is an adjectival kind of word) doesnʼt get 
pronounced) – analysed like this: 
 

[[unA/A-employ(ed)A]A -mentA\N]N ? 
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What other evidence is there for immediate constituency? 
☞ Replacement tests 
 

Logic:  If something complex can be replaced by something simple(r), 
then it must be a unit. 
 
In undecipherability it is possible to replace de-cipher, a putative immediate 
constituent at the lowest level, by something equivalent, but not complex:  
un-read-ability,   
hence de-cipher is a constituent; 
 

it is equally possible to replace decipher-able, a putative constituent at the 
next higher level, by something equivalent, yet correspondingly less 
complex, too:  un-false-ity,  
hence decipher-able is a constituent; 
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it is equally possible to replace un-decipherable, a putative constituent at 
the next higher level, by something equivalent, yet correspondingly less 
complex, too:  odd-ity,  
hence un-decipherable is a constituent. 
 
Could one in this way argue that decipherability is an immediate constituent of 
undecipherability?   Give it a try! 
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Immediate constituency in SYNTAX means:   
 

Some words (word forms) belong together more closely than other words 
(word forms);  they form a phrase. 
 

Some phrases belong together more closely than other phrases;   
they form a clause (or also a phrase of higher complexity, e.g., a coordinate 
phrase or a phrase of class X within a phrase of the same class X – this is 
called RECURSION). 
 

Some clauses belong together more closely than other clauses;   
they form a sentence (or also a clause of higher complexity, e.g., a 
coordinate clause or a clause within a clause – recursion again). 
 

As in morphological constructions, the characteristic parts of syntactic 
wholes are their heads, the others the dependents. 
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More in serious syntax, some day ... 
 
Important to note, however:  immediate constituency is an empirical 
question, in syntax, morphology, and phonology;   
constructions would be simpler if all there is are ultimate constituents and 
no hierarchical structures. 
 

For many constructions in English syntax, as well as in English word 
formation, there is sufficient evidence to assume immediate constituents ≠ 
ultimate constituents. 
 

Thus, for example, verb and direct object forms a verb phrase, belonging 
together very closely, more closely than subject and verb alone belong 
together;  hence  [S [V O]], rather than [[S V] O] or [S V O]. 
Relevant evidence abounds and includes idiom formation:  typically, when 
verbs are transitive and require a direct object, idiom chunks consist of VO 
rather than of SV:  kick the bucket, break the ice, take the cake, split hairs, 
call the tune, pass the buck, twist someone’s arm, smell a rat, ...) 
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Immediate constituency in phonology is something we have already had: 
namely SYLLABLE structure. 
 

Syllables are wholes consisting of ultimate parts, the segments.   
Although it would be the simplest assumption that there is nothing in 
between, with syllables completely analysed as segments arranged in linear 
order (e.g., /k – œ – t/) (unlike SEGMENTS, FEATURES are simultaneous, 
more or less), the evidence is that there is more in between.   
The immediate parts of syllables are onset and rhyme;   
the rhyme in turn consists of the nucleus and the coda.   
In other words, syllable structure is hierarchical, too. 
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thus:    [k – [œ – t]] 
 
or:         σ 
 

   Onset            Rhyme 
 

     Nucleus    Coda 
 

       C           V              C 
 

        k           œ              t 
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The empirical assumption behind such complex structures, just like in 
morphology and syntax, is that some syllable parts cohere more closely than 
others. 
 

In the example, /œ/ coheres more closely with /t/ than /k/ coheres with /œ/. 
In support of this analysis, among other things, Nucleus and Coda together 
determine the WEIGHT of a syllable, with the Onset not contributing to 
syllable weight (etch is not lighter than retch, tretch, or stretch:  all four are 
equally heavy). 
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Grouping for purposes of PRONUNCIATION: from syllables to feet 
 

It is not only in morphology and syntax, and in syllable structure, that parts 
are being combined to part-groups within wholes.   
When utterances are pronounced, some of their phonological parts 
[=syllables] are combined as belonging together more closely, too. 
 

An example: the utterance of a word – sorry, same as before: 
 

( UN )  ( de  CI  phe  ra )  ( BI  li  ty )  
 

Any other groupings would sound odd (unmetrical, unrhythmic): 
 

*( UN  de )  ( CI  phe )  ( ra  BI  li  ty )  
*( UN )  ( de  CI )  ( phe  ra  BI  li  ty )  
 

Capitals indicate stressed syllables, bold caps the most prominent syllable 
of them all.   
 

Syllables grouped together, here indicated by pairs of parentheses, form a 
FOOT. 
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Compare the grouping-for-pronunciation of an utterance of a completely 
different kind, a sentence rather than a word, and of completely different 
meaning – though with the same number of syllables, namely eight: 
 

( ANN )  ( de  SPI  se  sa )  ( HILL  bi  lly )  
 

Despite these differences, we get the same grouping into three feet of the 
eight syllables (and the same stressing:  stress towards the beginning of a 
foot)! 
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Now, there is a different kind of grouping, as mentioned above, also for 
clauses:  grouping for purposes of constructing MEANING, in accordance 
with the combinatory potentials of the meaningful parts, combining 
those meaningful parts of whole utterances which belong together more 
closely when the meaning of the utterance is constructed: 
 

[Ann   [ despises  [  a         [hill    billy] ] ] ] 
 

                  NOUN  NOUN 
 

             DETERMINER    NOUN       
 

           VERB           DIRECT OBJECT (NP)              
 
SUBJECT (NP)     PREDICATE (VP)      
 

                   CLAUSE 
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What only matters here is the principle:  Complex wholes consist of 
immediate parts, which in turn consist of immediate parts, which ..., until 
we reach the smallest meaningful parts (the morph(eme)s).  The same 
principle holds in morphology, or at any rate, in English, only in 
derivational morphology.  Morphological constructions as well as syntactic 
constructions have hierarchical structure, at any rate in English:  ULTIMATE 
constituents of a construction are not necessarily also the IMMEDIATE 
constituents of that construction.  
 

Looking back at the groupings-for-pronunciation (metrical, rhythmic) 
above, you will notice that they lack depth by comparison with IC 
groupings:  there are immediate constituents (feet) which can further be 
divided up into ultimate constituents (syllables) – but that seems to be it;  
there are no further intermediate levels of grouping, where feet would be 
parts of more comprehensive feet.   
 

Also, it would seem remarkable to what extent groupings-for-pronunciation 
mismatch morphological and syntactic constituency in English. 
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Homework 
 

Divide up the following English sentence (here divided up into syllables, with prominence 
expressed through letter size) into its ultimate meaningful parts: 
 

the.UN.de.CI.phe.ra.BI.li.ty.of.the.THIRD.and.FIFTH.SEN.tence.SEEMS.UN.de. 
NI.able 
 
 

suggested answer: 
 

th e un de cipher abil ity of th e thir d and fif th sentence seem s un deni able 
 
 
(i) Which kinds of morphemes do you recognise? 
 
(ii) Where’s allomorphy?  How conditioned?  What kinds of alternation? 
 
(iii) Which morphemes cohere more closely than others?   

In other words:  Attempt an IC analysis. 
 
(iv) How is this utterance grouped for purposes of pronunciation? 


